Never Loss Trading Review
By Larry Jacobs
One of the speakers at the Traders
World Online Expo #12, Thomas Barmann
of NeverLossTrading.com gave an excellent
presentation and I was impressed with it.
If you are a premium member of Traders
World, you can access the archives of www.
TradersWorldOnlineExpos.com and access
and listen to it. The title, Never Loss Trading
is interesting. That is, of course, what all
traders strive for is to not have any losses in
trading.
I was curious and wanted more
information so I contacted the owner Thomas

Barmann. He has several mentorship
products to teach how to trade profitably in
this difficult market. The product I was most
interested in was the NLT HF-Stock Trading
program. So Mr. Barmann agreed to give me
a complimentary private mentorship to the
NLT High Frequency Trading program, for this
review in Traders World.
The NLT High Frequency Program consists
of at least 20 hours of training, I received 8
hours of private instruction using a private
online interactive conferencing system. I
think I actually received more than 8 hours.
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The first thing was I needed to do was
to open a Think or Swim account. Then
Mr. Barmann installed his special custom
charting software on the charting program
in my account. One nice thing I liked about
Think or Swim is the charting program is free
and also there are no exchange fees!
By the way Mr. Barmann is an
experienced trader with over 30-years of
trading. He is also an excellent programmer
with the Think or Swim platform. His
software is quite different from anything
I have ever see before. It includes the
following indicators:
NLT
NLT
NLT
NLT
NLT
The
The
The
The
The
The

Candles
Speedometer Box
Light Tower Candles
Price Volume Studies
Double Decker
NLT Box
NLT Wave
NLT Price Gravitation Lines
NLT Purple Zone Indicator
NLT HF Indicator
NLT Tome and Bottom Finder

The NLT High Frequency Trading program
s designed to trade short term of 1-5 days
striving for trade returns of less than 3% and
option returns of above 30%.
Mr. Barmann teaches you clearly defined
entries, exits and stop levels. You are send
NLT-HF Opportunity Reports usually daily.
See Figure 1 which is only part of the report.
The report gives you the NeverLossTrading
signal alignment. This report and using the
NeverLossTrading charts that you have in the
Think or Swim platform so you can qualify
potential trading situations. All of the NLT
indicators are proprietary and can only be
obtained by subscribing to the mentorships

of NeverLossTrading. The report gives you:
1. The S&P Sector Development and you can
see the daily direction of the sector and any
changes thereof.
2. The NLT Top Line Signals
3. NLT Early Trend and Reversal Potentials
4. NLT HF Dark Green
5. NLT HF Light Green
From this you can see the strong sectors
first and then pick the stocks with the
best potential for the next 1-5 days. The
sections give you the P/E , evaluation of
the trend such as for example double top,
double bottom, cup, threshold, new high,
etc. You can also see the stock’s sector,
the NLT Secondary Indicator, the direction,
momentum, trend and NLT Focus Indicator.
Mr. Barmann teaches you how to go
through the NLT-HF Opportunity Reports
and then go to your own NLT Daily charts in
Think or Swim and pick out the ones with the
best potential using the NLT indicators.
Personally, what I used in the review was
the NLT Top Line Signals, The NLT Early Trend
Reversal Points and especially the NLT HF
Dark Green signals. My favorite and the most
reliable were the NLT HF Dark Green bubble
signals.
It is difficult to explain all that Mr. Barmann
taught me in the private mentorship in 8 hours
in on small review in this magazine, but here
is the just of it.
You first look for what happened in the
world markets, especially the German dax
index. Always try to go with the international
trend. Then look at the signals given in the
daily reports. I personally liked the dark green
buy or sell bubbles.
Next go to the Think or Swim charts and
see what the NLT indicators are saying. View
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the previous earnings of the company and
volume and the overall pattern of the stock.
Using the price entries given by the NLT
report you generally enter your orders right
away in the market, if the price levels are hit.
Then you put in your objective price and stop.
Generally the profit objective should always
be 2 to 3 times more than your stop loss.
Look are your charts and make sure you
are not against any resistance or support
areas that the market needs to surpass.

You should also take at least 2-3 stock picks
to place your orders in. It is recommended to
possible have for example 2 longs and 1 short
for the day.
Also try to use stocks that have institution
interest. What this program really tries to
do is to go and ride with the institutions. Mr.
Barrman instructs you that institutions are
smart and they have better information than
you or I have about companies earnings,
outlook and direction, so just ride with them.
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Mentorship Programs
SOFTWARE PLUG-IN
Real-time charts installed free.
No need to change brokers.
TAINING/COACHING
Learn NeverLossTrading in
20-hours, plus six months of
coaching and aftercare.
REPORTS
Scan the markets on your own.
Receive opportunity reports.
DOCUMENTATION
Photo sharp documentation.
Clearly defined trade entries
and exits.

contact@NeverLossTrading.com

SPOT AND FOLLOW
INSTITUTIONAL MONEY MOVES
Swing Trading

Day Trading

NLT Top-Line

NLT HF-Day-Trading

Operate your own scanners,

Fast pace day trading in

trade on strong price moves.

multiple asset classes.

NLT HF-Stock-Trading

NLT Income-Generating

Trade stocks by momentum

Make constant income on high

and volatility changes.

by trading high probable chart

NLT Wealth-Building

set ups.

Follow trends of selected
assets; trading once a week,
twice a month.

Tel +1 866 455 4520
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www.NeverLossTrading.com
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If possible, you should avoid stocks without
institutional interest or stocks affected by
commodities such as gold, silver and oil. If
you do trade them then you should make
sure with a comparison spread chart that they
follow their commodity counterpart. Also avoid
most ETFs as they don’t have the institutional
pressure on them as stocks do.
Margin is also an important part of this
trading. For day-trading you can increase
your number of shares and therefore your
profit. For longs in a margin account you need
only put up 50% and shorts only 30% for daytrading.
There are two ways to handle a trade that
your are in. If you are still in the market at
the end of the day and have not sold on your
objective sell order and have been hit by the
stop then liquidate your position before the
close of the day. This eliminates overnight
risk. If you are still in the market and feel that
your objective will be hit within the 5-days,
then stay with the position and keep your stop
in.
Now look at Chart #2. There was a buy
purple bubble on 12/10. First notice the bars
on 12/10 were blue indicating the trend is up.
red bars means the trend is down. Also notice
the parallel yellow lines are a big channel with
the trend up. Also notice the volume before
12/10 was low indicated by the grey bars.
On 12/10 the purple volume line indicated
institutional increased buying. The 7-days
before 12/10 were in a purple outlined area.
That means there was indecisiveness in the
market and should not be trading. On 12/10
that ended. The buy on 12/10 was at a price
greater than 18.41. But notice that chart had
a block resistance at about the same level. So
that meant that the market needed to exceed
the resistance of the block to get to the price
objective. The price objective is noted by the

purple dot. The next day the price did exceed
the block resistance so it should have been
bought. That day nearly made it to the price
objective. The third day it finally made it and
in fact exceeded it.
Notice the band around the prices green
line on the top and the red line on the bottom.
If you are long your stock should be below the
red line for protection.
As a strategy, you might just take out just
part of your profits when the market hits the
purple dot objective, but keep the rest of your
position until it is stopped out putting your
stop under the red line. In this situation the
market make it all the way to the 20.03 area
in the next week before being stopped out,
so your profit would have been much higher
than just selling out your whole position at
the purple dot objective.
Options are also another big part of this
program the Mr. Barrman teaches you about.
The 8 hours of instruction given to me were
not long enough to go into that area in detail
that you would normally get with this program.
I was very impressed with NLT High
Frequency Program presented with the private
mentorship by Mr. Barmann of Never Loss
Trading. Mr. Barmann is very experienced
in trading and has a lot of knowledge of the
market. If you are interested in a short term
mentorship trading program and you want to
trade stocks during the day and are interested
in short term trading by opening positions
and holding them from 1-5 days then I would
highly recommend this program. For more
information go to www.neverlosstrading.com
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